
PatrolSport Instructions

Please read this instructions carefully and fully understand
the performance of PatrolSport before using it
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Preface

Thank you for choosing PatrolSport. In order to make you more skilled and quickly to enjoy the fun of
PatrolSport, we recommend that you read this instructions carefully.

Please maintain the PatrolSport according to this instructions. Keep it in the best status.

Please keep this manual well after reading so that you can refer to it anytime.

If you need help, please call out local distributor's hotline. or click on App "Me" - "about us" - "feedback" to
submit questions, we will serve you whole heartedly.
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1. Appearance
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2. Parameters

Model T1002 Product Name PatrolSport
Battery 4.4 Ah / 158 WH Loading Weight ≤80 kg
Motors 2 Wheel Material PU
Motor Power 100 W or more Pedal Materia Maple
Charging Time 3 h Bluetooth Data 4.0 BLE
Charging Voltage 42 V Bluetooth Music A2DP
Weight 6.7 kg Battery LG/Samsung 18650 lithium ion core
Gradeability ≤15° Product size 900*240*130 mm
Maximum speed 15 km/h Manipulation Mode Body inductive / Remote control
Range 20 km
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3. Usage

3.1 Preparation
1. First of all, we need to read this instructions carefully and have a basic understanding of the structure of

PatrolSport.
2. We suggest beginner start on a piece of wide and flat ground.
3. Before riding, check the tire condition of PatrolSport. Power on to check the capability of the battery to

ensure the battery is in full state.
4. For the first ride , be ready to wear the helmet, knee pads, elbow pads and other equipment.

3.2 Driving method
1. Get on the skateboard: please step on the pedal first, keep the center of gravity on the center, and then

quickly step on the other foot.
2. Advance: tilt the center of gravity slightly to the left and right.
3. Turn: control the maple to front or rear.
4. Deceleration and braking: keep the center of gravity leaning in the opposite direction.
5. Get off: stop in the skateboard (hear the sound of parking), one foot first touchdown then the other

foot quickly leaves pedal.
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A knee brace：Wearing protective gear
before riding. Put PatrolSport on a flat
ground.

Step on：Step on the left pedal while
maintaining the gravity by center, and
then step on the right pedal.

Go forward：Tilt  your  body  to  left  or
right  and  keep  your  feet  firmly  on  the
same line.

Brake / Deceleration：Tilt the body's
gravity slightly to opposite direction.

Swerve：Tilt your body forward or
backward, Do not raise your foot.

Get off: In stop state, one foot lands
first, and the other one lands in
succession.
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3.3 Remote control
PatrolSport supports dual manipulation mode：Body inductive and remote control.
First turn on PatrolSport power, the default mode is body inductive after startup. Then power on the
remote control, after connection, PatrolSport will automatically switch to remote control mode. The
following detailedly explain the button function.
l Pairing: Press Buzzer for 8 seconds to enter paring mode. Then power up PatrolSport, soon press

PatrolSport’s power button for 8 seconds to enter paring mode too. After hearing speaker and the LED
on remote does not blink, paring is done

l Acceleration mode: Click this button to switch between slow and fast mode
l Buzzer: Click and the buzzer goes on
l Stepless speed change: The forward direction can accelerate , while the opposite direction is break
l Direction switching: The direction of acceleration is reverse after switched
l Power switch：turn on or off the power

Frequency 2.4 GHz
Charging voltage 5 V
Battery indicator Support

Charging interface micro USB
Acceleration mode Smooth and fast

Date speed 1 Mbps
Buzzer Support
Stepless speed Support
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3.4 App usage

All types of Taluer products support the interaction with Taluer App (TALUER BIC). After login Taluer App,
you can use the mobile phone to control the electric skateboard.

F iPhone users can search “TALUER” in App store, and then download the latest TALUER App.
F Android users can scan the QR Code and download in Taluer official website: www.taluer.com, or in

google play search “TALUER” to download.

Open app and follow these steps to connect device:

Add device: Scan the QR code upon PatrolSport, or enter serial number manually to add device to your
account.

Connect device:
1. first of all, open the smart phone's bluetooth function, (Android smart phone may also need to open

the positioning function).
2. Open “TALUER BIC” App, in the home page upper right corner click “+” -> “add / connect devices”. Scan

the qrcode on the machine then it can be automatically added to current user's device list.
3. After the scan is completed, App will automatically connect to PatrolSport. If connection failed, click the

bluetooth icon on the right side of the device name to manually connect.
4. The first use of App will appear novice guide page, to help you quickly know well the product.
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Figure. how to add device

For more details, please pay attention to Taluer's official website: www.taluer.com.
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4. Driving notes

For the first time to use PatrolSport, please try wearing casual clothes and flat shoes, putting PatrolSport on
a open ground, and make sure the ground is flat without obvious obstacle.

1. Before use, please confirm the sufficient amount of electricity, please do not try to accelerate too fast
before you are familiar with it.

2. It's dangerous to make a sharp turn when in situ or in operation, make sure slow down before turning.
Tilt your body in the direction you are preparing to turn, helping to increase the stability of the turn.

3. Electricity may dropped when it goes uphill, and return to normal when it gets to flat ground. That is
because increasing load will result in current consumption, which is the characteristic of lithium ion
battery.

4. To avoid motor’s high heat, please do not ride in uphill status for a long time.

5. Try not to run on a road full of sand, and puddle . Do not drive too fast, wearing protective gear when
practicing.

6. For those people under 8 and over 50 need to find a companion to study together.

7. Normal load range of PatrolSport is under 80 kg. Users with greater weight should ride properly.

8. Do not expose to the rain or wash with water.
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5. Charging and power supply

About charging
1. Before first use battery should be fully charged，During storage and transportation, battery will also

discharge slowly.
2. Keep the charging environment clean and dry.
3. In a cold environment, even a fully-charged battery, the skateboard will travel shorter, because of the

chemical characteristics of lithium ion battery.
4. The charging time takes about 3 hours, the charger will automatically power off when the battery is full.

When the charger’s LED turns from red to green, it indicates that the charging is completed.
5. The service life of the battery is about 500 cycles. If the battery exceeds its service life, it may be found

that even the battery is fully charged, but its use time is sharply shortened.
6. Do not disassemble or modify the battery box.
Power indicator
1. Press the power button, PatrolSport prompts "welcome" voice, and the panel power indicator lights up,

then startup is completed.
2. When the battery is low, PatrolSport prompts "low battery, please charge in time"
3. When the speed is too large, PatrolSport will prompts "too fast, please slow down".
4. When a serious fault occurs, the red LED lights up, and the corresponding voice prompts.
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6. Maintenance

1. Like  other  mechanical  tools,  PatrolSport  may  loose  in  the  process  of  use,  result  in  parts  of  abnormal
sound and other defects. Customer should regularly check the screws and other parts. Battery should
be fully charged every 3 months.

2. PatrolSport can not be rinsed directly with water during cleaning. It can be wiped with a damp brush.
Do not clean it  while  the power is  on.  This  may cause damage to PatrolSport  and may cause a short
circuit and thus threaten the human’s safety.

3. Please use the original charger, don't change the charger at will. Replacing other charger will reduce the
safety of PatrolSport and will also reduce the service life of the battery.

4. Don't store the battery at above 60℃ environment.
5. PatrolSport should be stored in a dry and ventilated place when not used. It should not be placed in

humid and airless places. Storing in humid places for a long time will cause the main board and battery
to be damaged.

6. Customers are recommended to go to the service center for a maintenance at a period of time. In case
of aging and damage, it is recommended to replace the new fittings to ensure the safety and stability.

7. Customer should not crash hardly, which will case PatrolSport damaged.
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7. After-sale service

Taluer guarantees for 1 year quality warranty, excluding tire, maple and other quick-wear parts.

Warranty regulation
1. Please write warranty card correctly.
2. Please show the warranty card and purchase invoice, voucher when you need the warranty.
3. Warranty for one year since goods are sold, excluding consumables.
4. If error happens but is not caused artificially, the good can be exchanged.

No warranty committed in the following sequence
1. Warranty has expired, or customer can not provide warranty card and valid purchase voucher.
2. Unauthorized repair, modification.
3. Improper usage.
4. Accidents or natural disasters.
5. After the warranty expires, the user can still get the appropriate maintenance services provided by the

company.


